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Abstract

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issued a public health order on March 20, 2020, restricting people seeking asylum in the United States, as well as unaccompanied non-citizen children attempting to cross into the United States, from accessing legal protections guaranteed to them under U.S. and international law.¹ Under the order, such individuals are instead immediately expelled from the country in an effort to protect border facilities and the citizenry of the United States from COVID-19.² As the order reasons, these immediate expulsions minimize the introduction of persons into “congregate settings” at border facilities and thereby reduce the spread of the disease at these facilities and farther into the country.³

However, the order offers a false dichotomy between our collective obligation to try and keep our citizenry safe from COVID-19 and our righteous commitment to the protection of human rights. In no way are asylum seekers and unaccompanied children more likely to transmit COVID-19 than other travelers, and solutions such as conditional release will alleviate concerns over congregate settings while upholding our legal obligations to asylum seekers and unaccompanied children.⁴ By authorizing the rapid expulsion of vulnerable persons despite limited epidemiological justification as well as clear legal alternatives, the order stands as a gross violation of the United States’ historical policy to welcome and protect those seeking refuge at our borders.

Overview

On March 20, the CDC issued an order suspending the introduction of undocumented persons traveling from Canada and Mexico into the United States.⁵ In practice, the order requires the Department of Homeland Security to summarily expel undocumented individuals encountered at the border “as rapidly as possible.”⁶ The CDC declared that conducting such

² Id. at 17061.
³ Id. at 17061.
⁵ Id. at 17060, 17088.
⁶ Id. at 17067.
sweeping expulsions was necessary to prevent “an increase in the serious danger of the introduction of COVID-19” into the United States.7

Specifically, the order found that because many undocumented persons take longer to process than those with documents, expelling rather than processing them will reduce human traffic within “congregate settings,” defined as common areas at ports of entry (POEs) and border patrol stations where people undergo immigration processing.8 Consequently, with fewer people being processed, the danger of COVID-19 transmission within congregate settings at border facilities should decrease.9

The order was authorized by an interim final rule,10 likewise issued by the CDC on March 20, amending section 362 of the 1944 Public Health Service Act (PHSA).11 This amendment grants homeland security the novel authority to immediately expel undocumented persons in the interests of public health.12 Originally in effect for thirty days, the order has since been extended indefinitely until the CDC director determines that undocumented persons covered by the order, termed “covered aliens,” no longer pose a danger to public health.13

For many asylum seekers14 and unaccompanied minor children15 who also often seek asylum, the order has meant a wholesale denial of their previously recognized rights to protection. Critically, the order does not address the domestic and international laws designed to ensure asylum seekers and unaccompanied children are always processed.

Instead, it allows these vulnerable persons to be seamlessly lumped into the prohibited class of covered aliens and quickly expelled from the United States.16 Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) officers previously required to process asylum seekers and unaccompanied children have instead rapidly returned countless of these individuals to “the country from

7 Id. at 17061.
8 Id. at 17061.
9 Id. at 17061.
10 “Interim Final Rule: When an agency finds that it has good cause to issue a final rule without first publishing a proposed rule, it often characterizes the rule as an ‘interim final rule,’ or ‘interim rule.’ This type of rule becomes effective immediately upon publication.” A Guide to the Rulemaking Process, OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL REGISTER, https://www.federalregister.gov/uploads/2011/01/the_rulemaking_process.pdf (last visited Aug. 10, 2020).
12 Id. at 16599
14 Asylum seekers are foreign nationals in the United States or seeking admission at a Port of Entry who are unable or unwilling to return to their home country due to “a well-founded fear of persecution based on race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group.” 8 U.S.C.S. § 1158(b)(1)(A) (LexisNexis, approved August 8, 2020).
15 Unaccompanied minor children are those persons younger than 18 who arrive at the border without their parents or legal guardians in the United States available to “provide care and physical custody.” 6 U.S.C.S. § 279(g) (LexisNexis, approved August 8, 2020).
which they entered the United States, or their country of origin, or another location.”17, 18 Accordingly, numerous questions have been raised and cases filed concerning the interplay of the public health order and its apparent transgressions of immigration law.19

Proponents of the order claim it necessary to protect border facilities, the officials who work there, and the larger citizenry of the United States from COVID-19. As Health Secretary Alex Azar reasoned in a White House briefing on April 7, “CBP facilities were never designed to hold large numbers of people and to protect agents and migrants from infection during a pandemic.”20 He continued, “When held at border facilities, these migrants risk spreading the virus to other migrants, to CBP agents and border healthcare workers, and even the United States population as a whole.”21

Meanwhile, humanitarian organizations, immigrant rights activists, and many public health experts insist that the order’s public health justifications are weak, its failure to address asylum seekers and unaccompanied children unlawful, and its insistence on expulsion unnecessary. Lucas Guttentag, a professor of Law at Stanford and founder of the ACLU Immigrants’ Rights Project, calls the order “a shadow immigration enforcement power . . . designed to accomplish under the guise of public health a dismantling of legal protections governing border arrivals that the Trump administration has been unable to achieve under the immigration laws.”22

Undoubtedly, COVID-19 has disrupted the economic and social wellbeing of the United States.23 While states and counties have enacted unprecedented restrictions on personal movement in an effort to slow the spread, the easy transmissibility of the virus continues to overwhelm hospital and healthcare systems.24 The death toll in the United States has far surpassed that of any other developed country, infection rates continue to grow, and the duration of the pandemic remains unknown.25 Introducing more contagious persons into the country will further strain hospitals and endanger the public.

But the order inappropriately singles out undocumented persons as an unmitigable public health threat and ignores the legal obligations and moral aspirations of the United

---

21 Remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and Members of the Coronavirus Task Force in Press Briefing, supra note 20.
22 Guttentag, supra note 16.
States. Humanitarian organizations, immigrant rights activists, and numerous public health experts have argued that the order unnecessarily discriminates against asylum seekers and unaccompanied children, stripping them of their Congressionally mandated protections. I wish to build on these procedural arguments by briefly addressing the immorality of this policy in light of America’s deeply rooted commitment to welcome and protect those seeking refuge. While the border remains open to so many, this order seeks to expel those who most desperately need to cross it.

In what follows, I first analyze who the order covers as well as the legal authority under which it was enacted. Next, I contrast the order’s stated rationale with the superior arguments against that rationale offered by the order’s many critics. Lastly, I describe the order as a moral failure and violation of American values and human rights.

Asylum Seekers and Unaccompanied Children Expelled as Covered Aliens

“Covered aliens,” the individuals targeted for expulsion by the CDC order, are described as people traveling through Canada or Mexico who would face “congregate settings,” or common areas, at a POE or border patrol station while undergoing immigration processing. However, the order excuses from this class of persons anyone with valid travel documents, regardless of how long or congregate their particular processing may be. Accordingly, covered aliens may accurately be understood as undocumented persons seeking entry into the United States. As the order explains, this health measure is intended to cover “aliens seeking to enter the United States at POEs who do not have proper travel documents, aliens whose entry is otherwise contrary to law, and aliens who are apprehended near the border seeking to unlawfully enter the United States between POEs.” The order demands their expulsion from the country because people without proper documentation typically take longer to process than those with documents and are thus more likely to create human traffic within border facilities leading to the spread of COVID-19. Thus, although the only people summarily expelled by the order are undocumented, homeland security maintains “CBP is prohibiting the entry of certain persons who potentially pose a health risk,” and, “[e]xpulsions under Title 42 are not based on immigration status.”

Focused on articulating the public health risks all covered aliens pose and the need to expel rather than process these individuals, the order fails to acknowledge that its broad description of covered aliens includes asylum seekers and unaccompanied children. These undocumented individuals’ lives are often in danger, and under United States immigration law they are guaranteed opportunities for refuge upon arriving at our borders. In deciding not to

---

27 Id.
28 Id.
29 Id.
31 “Title 42” refers to Title 42 of the United States Code Service under which Section 362 of the Public Health Service Act authorizes the expulsions described in the Order.
acknowledge asylum seekers and unaccompanied children, the CDC tacitly asserts its emergency public health order supersedes the legal rights of these protected persons. However, as many in opposition of the order point out, the immigration laws protecting these individuals were enacted after the 1944 public health law on which the CDC order is based. Accordingly, they argue the order’s legal basis fails to contemplate these vital protections and thus cannot be regarded as overriding them.

In particular, the immigration laws that protect asylum seekers and unaccompanied children, which the order ignores, include the 1980 Refugee Act, the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA), and the 1967 United Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (1967 Protocol), each of which is catalogued as amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). Pursuant to the bipartisan 1980 Refugee Act, “[a]ny alien who is physically present in the United States or who arrives in the United States (whether or not at a designated port of arrival . . .), irrespective of such alien’s status, may apply for asylum in accordance with this section.” Correspondingly, under the Refugee Act, if any immigration officer encounters an undocumented person at or near the border who expresses a fear of returning to their home country or asks to apply for asylum “the officer shall refer the alien for an interview by an asylum officer.” Additionally, pursuant to the TVPRA, all encountered unaccompanied children (except those from contiguous countries who opt voluntarily to return to that country) must be apprehended by CBP, processed at border facilities to ensure their safety from persecution and trafficking, and transferred within forty-eight hours to the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR). From there, these children must be released to a close relative or sponsor as soon as possible. Lastly, the 1967 Protocol prohibits the United States from practicing “refoulement,” or, expelling persons to a country where their “life or freedom would be threatened” because of their “race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.” In authorizing the immediate return of undocumented persons without any mention of asylum seekers or unaccompanied

33 See Yael Schacher and Chris Beyrer, Expelling Asylum Seekers Is Not The Answer: U.S. Border Policy In The Time Of Covid-19, REFUGEES INTERNATIONAL (April 27, 2020), https://www.refugeesinternational.org/reports/2020/4/26/expelling-asylum-seekers-is-not-the-answer-us-border-policy-in-the-time-of-covid-19#:~:text=...and%20the%20lives%20of%20...of%20life%20or%20freedom%20would%20be%20threatened%20...race%2C%20religion%2C%20nationality%2C%20membership%20in%20a%20particular%20social%20group%2C%20or%20political%20opinion.&text=Correspondingly%2C%20under%20the%20Refugee%20Act%2C%20if%20any%20immigration%20officer%20encounters%20an%20undocumented%20person%20at%20or%20near%20the%20border%20who%20expresses%20a%20fear%20of%20returning%20to%20their%20home%20country%20or%20asks%20to%20apply%20for%20asylum%20the%20officer%20shall%20refer%20the%20alien%20for%20an%20interview%20by%20an%20asylum%20officer.%20Additionally%2C%20pursuant%20to%20the%20TVPRA%2C%20all%20encountered%20unaccompanied%20children%20except%20those%20from%20contiguous%20countries%20who%20opt%20voluntarily%20to%20return%20to%20that%20country%20must%20be%20apprehended%20by%20CBP%2C%20processed%20at%20border%20facilities%20to%20ensure%20their%20safety%20from%20persecution%20and%20trafficking%2C%20and%20transferred%20within%20forty-eight%20hours%20to%20the%20Office%20of%20Refugee%20Resettlement%20(ORR)%2C%20From%20there%2C%20these%20children%20must%20be%20released%20to%20a%20close%20relative%20or%20sponsor%20as%20soon%20as%20possible%20Lastly%2C%20the%201967%20Protocol%20prohibits%20the%20United%20States%20from%20practicing%20refoulement%2C%20or%20expelling%20persons%20to%20a%20country%20where%20their%20life%20or%20freedom%20would%20be%20threatened%20because%20of%20their%20race%2C%20religion%2C%20nationality%2C%20membership%20in%20a%20particular%20social%20group%2C%20or%20political%20opinion.%20In%20authorizing%20the%20immediate%20return%20of%20undocumented%20persons%20without%20any%20mention%20of%20asylum%20seekers%20or%20unaccompanied
children, the CDC order insists circumventing the above protections made to keep these vulnerable populations safe is “necessary to protect the public health.” 42

The order does permit CBP officers to consider “the totality of the circumstances” and, with approval from a supervisor, exclude individual covered aliens from removal. 43 Immigrant rights organizations insist this highly discretionary allowance falls well short of the legal obligations mentioned above, however, and is further hampered by CBP’s long demonstrated hostility in dealing with asylum seekers and children. 44 Additionally, this allowance is undercut by the order’s direction to return people “as rapidly as possible” to protect the American public health. 45 As the order explains, “The faster a covered alien is returned . . . the lower the risk the alien poses of introducing, transmitting, or spreading COVID–19.” 46 Furthermore, Acting Homeland Secretary Chad Wolf explained no exceptions would be made for vulnerable immigrants when he stated at a White House press briefing on April 7, “The CDC order directs the Department to suspend the introduction of all individuals seeking to enter the U.S. without proper travel documentation.” 47 In the same press briefing Mr. Wolf stated, “we will execute the CDC order by immediately returning individuals arriving without documentation without delay.” 48 As a result, numerous asylum seekers and unaccompanied children have been quickly expelled without receiving proper screening, and some repatriated to the countries in which they fear persecution. 49

Despite relatively steady immigration flows (represented by “Total Encounters” in the chart below), the expulsion of the vast majority of arriving undocumented individuals (visible by comparing the number of “Total Encounters” with the number of “Title 42 Expulsions”) has led to plummeting Asylum Claims and 30 Day Averages of Unaccompanied Children Referred to ORR. Note that beginning in March, the number of “Apprehensions” includes some individuals who are ultimately expelled under Title 42 and who are only first apprehended as they require a repatriation flight and cannot simply be turned back at a POE.
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42 Order Suspending Introduction of Certain Persons From Countries Where a Communicable Disease Exists, 85 Fed. Reg. at 17061
43 Id.
44 See Erfani, supra note 32.
45 Order Suspending Introduction of Certain Persons From Countries Where a Communicable Disease Exists, 85 Fed. Reg. 17067
46 Id.
47 Remarks by President Trump, Vice President Pence, and Members of the Coronavirus Task Force in Press Briefing, supra note 20.
48 Id.
U.S. Border Patrol and Office of Field Operations Monthly Enforcement at the Southwest Border 2020: Title 42 Expulsions and Title 8 Apprehensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Encounters</td>
<td>36,581</td>
<td>36,689</td>
<td>34,440</td>
<td>17,086</td>
<td>23,197</td>
<td>32,935</td>
<td>40,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaccompanied Child</td>
<td>2,680</td>
<td>3,069</td>
<td>2,973</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>1,592</td>
<td>2,419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title 42 Expulsions</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7,144</td>
<td>15,506</td>
<td>20,836</td>
<td>29,587</td>
<td>36,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprehensions</td>
<td>36,581</td>
<td>36,678</td>
<td>27,296</td>
<td>1,580</td>
<td>2,361</td>
<td>3,348</td>
<td>4,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asylum Claims</td>
<td>4,779</td>
<td>4,632</td>
<td>3,638</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30 Day Averages of Unaccompanied Children Referred to ORR

- January: 61
- February: 78
- March: 60
- April: 2
- May: 1
- June: 2
- July: (unavailable)

Legal Authority for the Order’s Novel Public Health Expulsions

The primary legal authority invoked by the CDC to authorize expelling undocumented persons arriving at the United States border is section 362 of the Public Health Service Act

51 Nationwide Enforcement Encounters: Title 8 Enforcement Actions and Title 42 Expulsions, supra note 30.
53 Unaccompanied Children Encounters are included in the Total Encounters
(PHSA), codified in 42 U.S.C. § 265. However, it is only by subtly altering section 362’s implementing regulations via an interim final rule and issuing its order pursuant to these rushed alterations, that the CDC justifies expulsion under the public health law. Never before has section 362 been employed to single out undocumented persons or to prohibit the entry of people, documented or not, into the country.

Prior to the interim final rule, the implementing regulations of section 362 only permitted the federal government to quarantine, isolate, or conditionally release people entering the United States, not immediately expel them. As section 362 states, the Surgeon General (now the CDC director under HHS) may “prohibit . . . the introduction of persons or property” from designated countries and places where there exists a communicable disease when their introduction would increase the “serious danger of the introduction of such disease into the United States.” Importantly, as the interim final rule explains and section 362’s adjoining provisions demonstrate, this power to prohibit the “introduction” of persons did not authorize excluding them from the United States. Instead, the public health statute solely permitted the federal government to medically detain travelers within the country’s borders for a reasonable amount of time where they could be monitored by medical personnel. Furthermore, section 362 was intended to apply to both citizens and non-citizens alike. As the law’s legislative history reveals, Congress deliberately chose the phrase “introduction of persons” to avoid singling out immigrants in recognition that any traveler, regardless of legal status, could carry a contagious disease.

With the issuance of its interim final rule, the CDC transformed the implementing regulations of section 362 by adding, effective immediately, section 71.40 to the PHSA. Meekly described as a “more efficient regulatory mechanism to exercise section 362 authority,” section 71.40 redefines significant terminology in section 362 granting it new authority to expel undocumented persons. Firstly, the amendment redefines “introduction into the United States” by a foreigner as the “movement of a person from a foreign country . . . or place” bringing that person “into contact with persons . . . or property in the United States.” Accordingly, suspending or preventing introduction under section 362, when it comes to foreigners, no longer means delaying their entry into the United States via medical quarantine,

55 Guttentag, supra note 16.
57 Authority to “prohibit introduction” shifted from the President to the Surgeon General in 1944, and in 1966, from the Surgeon General to the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS). HHS has since delegated this authority to the CDC. Legal Authorities For Isolation and Quarantine, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregulationsquarantineisolation.html (last visited Aug. 2, 2020)
61 42 U.S.C.S. § 265(d) (LexisNexis, approved August 8, 2020).
63 Id.
64 Interim Final Rule, 85 Fed. Reg. at 16563.
65 Id. at 16560.
66 Id. at 16566.
but instead, “rapidly moving them outside the United States.” Second, the amendment redefines the phrase, “serious danger of the introduction of such communicable disease into the United States” to mean, “the potential for introduction of vectors of the communicable disease into the United States, even if persons or property in the United States are already infected.” As such, the disease may already be sweeping across the nation and arriving immigrants may not be infected and still, preventing their chance of admittance into the country may be required. Lastly, the amendment insists section 362 will no longer apply to U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents. Through these definitional changes, section 71.40 converts section 362 into an immigration enforcement authority that justifies the CDC’s order.

Notably, typical public notice and comment processes for this sort of agency rulemaking pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act were forgone. The CDC deemed section 71.40’s implementation urgent and delay “contrary to public health” allowing for the regulation to take immediate effect. As the interim final rule contends, no other law authorized the comprehensive expulsion of undocumented persons needed at present to protect the public health. It points out, for example, that while Section 212(a)(1)(A)(i) of the INA (8 U.S.C. § 1182(1)(A)(i)) authorizes the exclusion of any noncitizen “who is determined to have a communicable disease of public health significance,” implementing the order pursuant to this law would require testing persons before removing them. However, as no rapid COVID-19 test exists and none have been cleared for use in non-clinical settings, CBP would need to transport immigrants to medical institutions for testing and detain them while awaiting results. This would be “impractical due to the number of persons involved, logistical challenges and CDC resource and personnel constraints.” Additionally, while Section 212(f) of the INA has been used by the Trump administration to enact a number of travel restrictions to slow the transmission of COVID-19 into the country, this provision only applies to the “entry,” or the physical admission of immigrants into the country while section 362 of the PHSA applies to their “introduction,” or their simply coming in contact with U.S. personnel and or property. Accordingly, 212(f) would not necessarily prohibit all undocumented persons, such as asylum seekers and unaccompanied children, from setting foot in POE or border patrol stations. Furthermore, asylum seekers would likely be able to bypass an order pursuant to 212(f) for, as the Supreme Court clarified in East Bay Sanctuary Covenant v. Trump, a previous section of the INA guarantees the right to seek asylum and thus, 212(f) should not restrict that right. All of the administration’s other travel restrictions under 212(f) to limit the spread of COVID-19 include explicit exceptions for those seeking protection in the United States.

67 Id. at 16563.
68 Id. at 16566, 16567.
69 Id. at 16559.
70 Id. at 16564.
71 Id. at 16564.
72 Id. at 16564.
73 Id. at 16565.
74 Id. at 16565.
75 Id. at 16565.
76 E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant v. Trump, 950 F.3d 1242 (9th Cir. 2020) (explaining the Trump administration could not use section 212(f) to limit access to asylum to points of entry because that would conflict with the plain Congressional intent instilled in 8 U.S.C § 1158(a)).
77 Presidential Proclamations on Novel Coronavirus, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE – BUREAU OF CONSULAR AFFAIRS (June 29, 2020),
In protest of the rule’s immediate effectiveness, immigrant rights advocates insist the rule fails to sufficiently consider alternative measures of preventing congregate settings that do not involve evading public and Congressional oversight, such as conditional release. Additionally, a letter from a number of United State Senators addressed to Acting Homeland Secretary Chad Wolf on April 7 argued that while the pandemic requires “extraordinary governmental response,” it does not grant the executive branch a free pass to violate rights guaranteed to asylum seekers and unaccompanied children.

The Order’s Public Health Rationale for Expelling Asylum Seekers and Unaccompanied Children

The CDC’s public health rationale for expelling asylum seekers and unaccompanied children can be summarized in four main points.

(1) Undocumented immigrants would typically be held longer in congregate settings because they take longer to process than properly documented individuals. As facilities are reportedly “not designed” to enforce social distancing, prolonged processing times pose a greater risk to disease transmission than the shorter processing times of documented persons. Further, any equipment used to reduce the risk of infection in these congregate settings along the border would be drawn from an American healthcare system already strained to fight the virus.

(2) Conditionally releasing asylum seekers into the interior to reduce processing times is “not a viable solution” because “many aliens covered by this order may lack homes or other places in the United States where they can self-isolate.” Additionally, the CDC does not have the resources to monitor immigrants who may be conditionally released into the country.

(3) An influx of COVID-19 positive immigrants could overburden border town healthcare systems. POE and border patrol stations do not have near adequate medical care to treat the sick and transferring them to local hospitals might exhaust domestic healthcare resources.

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/News/visas-news/presidential-proclamation-coronavirus.html (Scroll down to access links to the various proclamations).
78 See Guttentag, supra note 16.
81 Id.
82 Id. at 17067.
83 Id. at 17067.
84 Id. at 17066.
85 Id. at 17061.
86 Id. at 17061.
(4) CBP officers expelling covered aliens are not in violation of normal legal procedures for processing immigrants because they are “not operating pursuant to” their authority under immigration law and instead are acting under the emergency public health order.87

Opposition to the Order’s Public Health Rationale

In response to the CDC’s public health rationale for expelling asylum seekers and unaccompanied children, humanitarian organizations, immigrant rights activists, and many public health experts who oppose the order make the following arguments.

(1) Simple protective measures outlined on the CDC’s webpage can and should be taken to limit the possibility of disease transmission during processing at POEs and border patrol stations.88 These include but are not limited to, requiring face coverings for CBP and persons crossing into the United States, utilizing outdoor space to increase airflow during processing, demarcating waiting lines providing travelers with requisite distance, and providing hand sanitizer for officers and applicants.89

(2) Expulsion is not the only alternative to a crowded, unsanitary CBP or detention facility as arriving asylum seekers and unaccompanied children can instead be conditionally released into the interior where they can safely wait for their hearings.90 Instead of ignoring legal claims from the most vulnerable among us, the secretary of homeland security may authorize temporary admission of individuals into the United States “for urgent humanitarian reasons.”91 According to a 2019 study conducted by the US Immigration Policy Center, roughly 92% of asylum seekers have family or close friends whom they can stay with in the United States.92 While the vast majority of individuals have places to stay, the remaining eight percent can be helped by non-governmental shelters.93 Furthermore, conditionally releasing asylum seekers and unaccompanied children is considerably cheaper than operating detention facilities, promotes far better health outcomes among immigrants, and has proven high compliance rates with immigration appointments and court hearings.94

(3) The virus is non-discriminatory, and there is no reason why asylum seekers or unaccompanied children would be any more likely to contract or transmit COVID-19 than any

87 Guttentag, supra note 16.
91 Id.
other category of people. In fact, border region hospitals are currently overwhelmed by COVID-19 positive U.S. citizens who live in Mexico but are now, with permission from the CDC order, freely crossing the border to obtain healthcare. Additionally, COVID-19 is already widespread in the United States and expelling asylum seekers and unaccompanied children without even testing them for the virus will not substantially reduce the domestic burdens of the pandemic.

(4) The CDC order disregards the international and domestic legal obligations of the United States to provide asylum seekers and unaccompanied children with refuge. Namely, the order forgets the 1980 Refugee Act, the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act, and the 1967 Protocol, which together ensure vulnerable persons are not rejected at the border without first having the opportunity to apply for protection in the United States. The single sentence in the CDC order which grants CBP officials the discretion to allow certain persons to bypass expulsion fails to meet the procedural requirements of the aforementioned immigration laws. Furthermore, nothing in the 1944 public health law on which the CDC order is based suggests it should supersede the subsequently enacted legal protections granted to asylum seekers and unaccompanied children. Lastly, the interim final rule provides insufficient justification for its immediate implementation absent public comment or Congressional oversight.

(5) Finally, this order is nothing more than an underhanded continuation of the Trump administration’s blunt policy attacks on U.S. asylum laws. Along the Mexico-U.S. border these interwoven attacks have included the following.

(a) Metering: the practice of limiting the number of asylum seekers who can present themselves at POEs to make claims for protection resulting in asylum seekers waiting days or months before being processed in the United States. (This practice was challenged beginning on July 12, 2017, in the case of Al Otro Lado, Inc. v. Wolf and remains pending)

(b) Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP or Remain in Mexico): the practice of sending asylum seekers back to dangerous makeshift camps in Mexico where they are forced to wait for months, and in some cases up to a year, before having their asylum claims heard in court. (The program was struck down in February 2020 by the 9th Circuit, but
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95 Naples-Mitchell, supra note 4.
97 Kyle McGowan, Human Rights Watch Comment on CDC Interim Final Rule Suspending Entry of Persons into the US, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (April 23, 2020, 5:00PM ET).
98 McGowan, supra note 97.
99 Guttentag, supra note 16.
100 Letter from multiple United States Senators, supra note 79.
The Order Is A Transgression of American Values

The humanitarian organizations, immigrant rights activists, and numerous public health experts opposing the order are right. By camouflaging itself as an attempt to protect our own citizenry at the cost of protecting fundamental human rights, the order unnecessarily discriminates against asylum seekers and unaccompanied children and strips them of their Congressionally mandated rights. Furthermore, the avoidable transgression of these persons’ rights demonstrates a reprehensible violation of the moral aspirations our nation’s laws intend to uphold.

The United States has long stood proud of our global legacy of welcoming refugees fleeing violence and persecution. Troubled as our walk towards forming that “more perfect union” has been and continues to be, we know ourselves as a nation of immigrants, and a democracy striving to uphold human rights and lead by example. With the bipartisan 1980 Refugee Act signed into law by President Ronald Reagan, the United States codified our moral commitment to resettle refugees and welcome asylum seekers. As the Act states, “Congress

106 Jordan, supra note 105.
108 Deportation with a Layover, supra note 107.
declares that it is the historic policy of the United States to respond to the urgent needs of persons subject to persecution in their homelands,” and further, “that it is the policy of the United States to encourage all nations to provide assistance and resettlement opportunities to refugees to the fullest extent possible.”

Thus, our laws guaranteeing protection to asylum seekers and unaccompanied children are central to our national project.

The recent CDC order is a choice by the current administration to contravene these noble promises in the face of a clear solution that will uphold them, namely conditional release. Processing asylum seekers and unaccompanied children into the country through conditional release would ameliorate concerns around congregate settings at border facilities and ensure these vulnerable populations are provided opportunities for protection. In refusing to recognize this plain remedy to the government’s own processing issues, the administration indifferently violates our moral commitments to preserve human dignity and protect the persecuted as well as endangered children. Under the INA, conditional release may be authorized when there are “urgent humanitarian reasons” that require forgoing typical processing procedures. Must we wait for another time when there are more obvious urgent humanitarian concerns than a global pandemic threatening to end fundamental human rights protections?

As we wait for that time, allegedly too concerned that allowing vulnerable persons to enter might increase the possibility COVID-19 will be introduced into the country, we continue to allow extensive cross border travel by those who carry the proper documents. Hundreds of thousands of trucks stream across our borders each month, and many Americans continue to travel to and from Mexico on vacation. The disease does not prefer the undocumented over the documented. Moreover, these trucks and their commercial operations do not have special provisions enshrined in federal law ensuring their right to pass into and out of the country, and these recreational trips are probably not necessary to maintain these citizen’s human rights. By excluding from crossing the border those who need to do so most, the order mocks our national tradition and relies on the bigoted misconception that asylum seekers and unaccompanied children are vectors of disease.

When we deny these persons their human right to seek refuge in the United States, we send them back to the places from which they fled or to makeshift refugee camps along the border that serve as tinder boxes for COVID-19. The order, founded on the false notion that expulsions are necessary to protect the public health, therefore principally serves to jeopardize the lives of those already worse off. The COVID-19 pandemic is a months-long public health crisis that effects everyone, but many asylum seekers and unaccompanied children have been living an urgent crisis of health for years.

---
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113 Special provisions enshrined in federal law ensuring their right to pass into and out of the country, and these recreational trips are probably not necessary to maintain these citizen’s human rights. By excluding from crossing the border those who need to do so most, the order mocks our national tradition and relies on the bigoted misconception that asylum seekers and unaccompanied children are vectors of disease.
The CDC order is detrimental to the wellbeing of the many asylum seekers and unaccompanied children who continue to be turned away. Further, neglecting the legal protections guaranteed to these vulnerable populations in the face of clear alternatives demonstrates a reprehensible violation of the moral aspirations our nation’s laws aim to promote. Instead of enacting senseless and harmful immigration restrictions we should instead understand this time of COVID-19 as an opportunity to express our most deeply held national values. The United States should exemplify how to maintain the rights of asylum seekers and unaccompanied children by reversing the order and utilizing conditional release to safely release these persons into the country. A global pandemic is not the time to let fundamental human rights disappear.